by /(/), so that the (I)-sum of ^ a n is equal to lim^oe /(/) (if it exists). The series JZ a n will be called (I)-bounded if -co < Hm inf /(/) < lim sup /(/) < oe.
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Since no more than one series will be under consideration at any one time, the notation /(/) (which depends implicitly on ]£ a n ) should not lead to any confusion. All other unexplained notation or terminology is as in (1 ) . THEOREM 
Let Yl a n be a series of real numbers which is Abel-summable and such that
Sainda d = 0(1) asw^ <».
Then X) a n is summable (J).
Proof. We show first that it is sufficient to prove the theorem if Abelsummability is replaced by summability (C, 1). 
But the second factor is known to be bounded (6, correction) and b d is bounded by hypothesis. Hence ^ a n is bounded, and so by a well-known Tauberian theorem (1, Theorem 92), ]T a n is (C, 1) summable. The condition J^d\ n da d = 0(1) also implies that (2) and that for y > x, We could now appeal to Rajagopal's result quoted above. However, a direct proof based on the known result
x n^x (e.g. 1, p. 377) and using the Wiener-Pitt Tauberian theory is also possible and is given below. For completeness, we give first a proof of (3) slightly different from that in (1).
Since for/ < l,N(t) = OandJ(J) = 0, we have
on letting x/t = u and using the fact that by partial summation
and that, as is easily verified,
kKx & #<x
But as noted above, £ a n is (C, l)-summable to A, say, under the conditions of the theorem. Hence writing
) for some a > 0, and iV(w) = 0 for 0 < u < 1 ; hence 
-lim(tf(*)log*-E**^)-l.
Hence by (5), (4) may be written as Remarks. If the assumption that YL a n is Abel-summable is replaced by the stronger hypothesis of (C, l)-summability, then the hypothesis Ylain da d = 0(1) can be altered to the weaker pair of conditions (i) lldin da d > -K for some constants, (ii) X a n is (I)-bounded, and again we may deduce that ][] a n is (I)-summable since I(x) can then be shown exactly as above to be slowly decreasing in the sense of Schmidt, the remainder of the proof going through as before. In fact, using (1, Theorem 94) instead of (1, Theorem 92) we may assume Abel summability. However, (C, 1)-summability and condition (ii) alone are not sufficient to imply (I)-surnmability as the explicit example of Theorem 2 below shows. (It will be noted that the examples of Pennington and Rajagopal of convergent series that are not (I)-summable are not (I)-bounded. On the other hand, the example below, although it is (I)-bounded and (C, l)-summable, is not convergent.)
Also, under the assumption of (C, l)-summability of X &n and condition (i), if we replace (ii) by the weaker condition that
we may deduce the weaker conclusion :
Kmf*I(t)dt
exists. For it is easily verified that under these conditions,
is slowly decreasing in the sense of Schmidt, and it then follows by an argument of Hardy (1, p. 304) that
the remainder of the proof being the same as in Theorem 1.
THEOREM 2. There exists a series J2 a n that is (I)-bounded and (C, \)-summable but not (I)-summable.

Proof. Let din &
That X a n is (I)-bounded is almost trivial since by Môbius inversion To show that £ a n is (C, 1) summable, consider first the function (where £(*) = -3/ 2 /TT 2 for 0 < t < 1). Equations (7) and (8) give for the (This last can be deduced from "Axer's Theorem" (1, pp. 378, 386).) Comparing (10) and (11), we have that
and hence by (9) that £ a" is (C, l)-summable to 0, which proves the result.
Remarks. It is obvious that, as mentioned above, £ a n is not convergent, since if p is any odd prime, a p = (1/p) -1 and hence a n ^ 0 (1) as n -» 00.
Pennington (4, p. 79) and Hardy (1, Theorem 266) independently noted the following "limitation" theorem for (I)-summability:
If H a n is {T)-summable, then a n = o(log log n).
A limitation theorem of a somewhat different sort is :
If Proof. By altering #i, if necessary, we need only consider the case where 2^ a n is summable (I) to 0. For m a non-negative integer, let 
